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Longitudinal impact experiments of thin bars are proposed as an eﬀective mean for understanding the kinetics of
stress-induced phase transformations. We consider on one side the elastic model and on the other side an augmented
theory, which includes the Maxwellian rate-type viscoelasticity with ﬁnite instantaneous response and as a limiting case
the Kelvin–Voigt viscoelasticity with inﬁnite instantaneous response. By using the chord criterion, we investigate the
complete set of Goursat and Riemann problems which could arise as a result of dynamic interactions when we consider
a piecewise linear elastic model corresponding to a three phase material. Subsequently we use our Riemann solvers to
construct solutions for the longitudinal impact of two elastic phase transforming bars for a variety of impact conditions.
We focus on the results which can be measured in laboratory experiments like the time of separation of the two bars
after impact, the proﬁle of the particle velocity at the rear end of the target and the stress history at the contact point. In
Part II of this paper we continue with a theoretical and numerical comparative analysis on the wave structure predicted
by our general rate-type approach for the same impact problem.
 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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The motivation of this paper arises from the growing recent interest in understanding the dynamical re-
sponse of materials supporting phase transformation. For instance, shape memory alloys (SMA) have been0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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spite of this interest, the existing experimental works on the dynamic behavior of SMAs is rather limited.
One of the well known experimental investigation was done by Escobar and Clifton (1995) by using a shear-
plate impact experiment technique to understand the kinetics of martensitic transformation in single
crystals of Cu–Al–Ni SMA. Propagating phase boundaries were not observed directly due to their low
propagation speed. Instead, their presence was deduced from measurements of the elastic waves at the rear
end of the target plate. Only recently, new impact experiments on the wave propagation in a NiTi SMA rod
has been performed in a split-Hopkinson bar apparatus by Lagoudas et al. (2003) in order to determine the
dynamic stress–strain relationship due to detwinning.
On the other side, both kinetics and dynamics of phase transformations have been recently subjects of
intense theoretical studies (see for instance Chen and Lagoudas (2000), Bruno and Vaynblat (2001), Ngan
and Truskinovsky (2002) and the literature therein). Since diﬀerent models describe diﬀerently the metasta-
ble states, the nucleation of phases and therefore, lead to distinct solutions for Riemann problems, for
example, they are only the laboratory experiments which can validate which is the appropriate one.
We propose in this paper, as a mean for investigating the kinetics of stress-induced phase transforma-
tions the longitudinal impact of bars, one of the simplest dynamic laboratory test, but rich in information.
Indeed, in a single test one can determine: the time of separation between bars after the impact by optical
methods, the particle velocity at the rear end of the target bar by a VISAR interferometry system, the stress
history at the impacted end by piezoelectric wafers, the variation in time of the strain at various cross-
section by using diﬀraction gratings. The correlation of such measurements allow a better understanding
of the kinetics of transformation. Such kind of experiments have been intensively used a few decades
ago in dynamic plasticity (Bell, 1968; Cristescu and Suliciu, 1982).
The purpose of this paper is to start a complete and comparative theoretical and numerical study of
the predictions of one of the simplest constitutive laws for SMAs, the elastic non-monotone model and
its Maxwellian rate-type dissipative regularization, when we consider longitudinal impact loading
conditions.
Inaugurated by Ericksen (1975) for the static case and by James (1980) for the dynamic case, studies of
elastic bar theory have indicated that the main features of phase transitions in a two-phase material are
predicted by the use of a non-convex stored energy, or, equivalently a non-monotone stress–strain relation.
Physically, the non-convexity of elastic energy reﬂects the bi-stability of the constitutive elements. This ap-
proach has been extended for the 3-D case (see for instance James, 1981) and there is now a vast literature
on this subject. The usual continuum theory of elasticity, though adequate for characterizing two-phase en-
ergy minimizers, does not, by itself, characterize quasi-static or dynamic processes of a body involving tran-
sitions from one phase to another. This is illustrated by the tremendous lack of uniqueness of solution to
particular initial-boundary value problems formulated on the basis of the usual theory. The multiplicity of
solutions at the continuum level can be viewed as arising from a constitutive deﬁciency, reﬂecting the need
to specify additional pieces of constitutive information.
One way to remedy this deﬁciency is to add two notions from materials science in the continuum setting:
a nucleation criterion for the initiation of phase transition and a kinetic relation between interface velocity
and the driving force of phase transformation (see for instance Truskinovsky, 1987; Abeyaratne and
Knowles, 1991a). These relations can take into account the internal dissipation due to phase transitions.
A second way, is to augment the elastic non-monotone theory by incorporating rate eﬀects of Kelvin–Voigt
type (James, 1980; Pego, 1987; Vainchtein and Rosakis, 1999), and/or eﬀects due to the gradient of strain
(Slemrod, 1983; Truskinovsky, 1985; Abeyaratne and Knowles, 1991b; Ngan and Truskinovsky, 2002). An
augmented theory of this kind possesses its own kinetics due to the dissipative viscous mechanisms
incorporated.
A diﬀerent rate-type approach of the non-monotone elasticity based on a Maxwells type viscosity has
been considered for phase transition phenomena by Suliciu (1989b) and investigated, for instance, in Fa˘ciu
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also the literature therein). In these papers it was shown that this isothermal model can describe phenom-
enologically many aspects encountered in the transformation pseudo-elasticity such as the hysteretic behav-
ior in quasi-static strain- or stress-controlled experiments and the nucleation and growth of one phase into
another. Recently, in order to model thermal eﬀects which accompany phase transitions in shape memory
alloys, Fa˘ciu and Miha˘ilescu-Suliciu (2002) have extended the isothermal Maxwelian rate-type model by
taking into account the dependence on temperature of the non-monotone stress–strain relation. It was
shown that this model successfully captures in quasi-static experiments the nucleation and evolution of
deformation fronts and the corresponding distribution of temperature ﬁelds observed in the laboratory
experiments performed by Shaw and Kyriakides (1997).
In order to do the proposed comparative investigation, in Part I of this paper we perform a detailed
analysis of the wave structure for the elastic model equipped with a corresponding viscosity criterion for
admissible solutions, since it is missing in the literature, while Part II is addressed to the wave structure
analysis of the rate-type model. We investigate this problem in an one-dimensional and isothermal setting
since this study can provide an important insight into the wave structure and can help to interpret labora-
tory results on phase transforming materials. In a future work, we extend the analysis to account for ther-
mal eﬀects.
The paper begins in Section 2 with a brief overview of the balance laws as well as the dissipation inequal-
ity for smooth and discontinuous ﬁelds. In Section 3, based on experimental facts for shape memory alloys
(Otsuka et al., 1976) we describe the constitutive assumptions for a solid which can exist in three phases: a
parent phase (austenite) and two variants of martensite. Some aspects related to the non-unicity of weak
solutions for the elastic system are reminded. We propose a general rate-type constitutive equation which
includes viscosity, a rate sensitivity parameter and an instantaneous response of the material as a conve-
nient alternative for the description of dynamic phase transitions in a three phase material. Moreover, this
formulation includes both the Maxwellian rate-type model when the dynamic Young modulus is ﬁnite and,
as a limiting case when the dynamic Young modulus becomes inﬁnite a generalized form of the Kelvin–
Voigt model, used to describe phase transition phenomena in a phase transforming bar by Pego (1987),
Vainchtein and Rosakis (1999) and Ngan and Truskinovsky (2002). According to the travelling waves anal-
ysis performed in Part II, by using our general rate-type approach, we obtain that a propagating strain dis-
continuity for the elastic system is admissible if and only if the well known chord criterion is satisﬁed, while
any stationary strain discontinuity is unconditionally admissible.
In Section 4 we consider the simplest initial and boundary value problems for the elastic system, i.e., the
Goursat problems. We determine, using the viscosity criterion, the wave propagation solutions to the com-
plete set of Goursat problems which could arise as a result of dynamic interactions. The unique solutions of
these problems are used as building blocks in solving the Riemann problems for all possible initial data. In
Section 5 we use our Riemann solvers to construct exact solutions for the longitudinal impact of two elastic
phase transforming bars. Thus, we consider at the initial moment a bar called ‘‘target’’ impacted at one end
by another bar called ‘‘ﬂyer’’ which is moving with a constant velocity V0. After impact the two bars remain
in contact and move together until a time tS called time of separation. This time corresponds to the moment
when the ﬁrst tensile wave arrives at the point of contact. We determine critical values of the impact velocity
such that a phase boundary be induced in the bars. We explore the interactions of the unloading elastic
wave reﬂected at the rear end of the target with the phase boundary propagating inside the target and
we determine critical values of the impact velocity such that this phase boundary propagates backward,
or remains stationary or propagates forward after interaction. One focuses on two aspects which are precise
indications for the appearance of a transformed zone at the contact point, the velocity time proﬁle obtained
at the free end of the target and the time of separation between the bars. For instance, we show that the
transition from an elastic impact to a phase transforming impact induces an abrupt change of the time
of separation between the two bars.
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We consider a bar B with uniform cross-section and length L in an unstressed reference conﬁguration
which corresponds to a deﬁned phase of the material. A longitudinal motion of the bar is characterized by a
function x = v(X, t) which gives the present position x of a particle in terms of the time t and its initial coor-
dinate X in the reference conﬁguration. The function v(X, t) is assumed to be injective and bi-continuous
with respect to X. Whenever v(X, t) is diﬀerentiable we denote by eðX ; tÞ ¼ ovoX  1 > 1 the strain at point
X and by vðX ; tÞ ¼ ovot the particle velocity.
In studying the propagation of longitudinal stress, strain and velocity waves in thin bars it is common to
make a ‘‘one-dimensional’’ approximation in which the only non-vanishing stress component is the longi-
tudinal one which is assumed to be uniform in a cross-section. Since the bar is thin, radial inertia eﬀects are
neglected. We denote by r = r(X, t) the nominal stress (longitudinal force per unit area in the reference con-
ﬁguration). At points (X, t) where v, e and r are smooth functions the balance of momentum in the absence
of body forces and the balance of mass have the form.
ov
ot
 or
oX
¼ 0; oe
ot
 ov
oX
¼ 0; ð1Þwith . being the (constant) mass density in the reference conﬁguration.
If across a curve X = S(t) in the (X, t)-plane at least one of the quantities v, e, r has jump discontinuities
the balance of momentum and the continuity of the motion v require. _S½v þ ½r ¼ 0; _S½e þ ½v ¼ 0; ð2Þ
where _SðtÞ denotes the speed of propagation of the discontinuity, and for any function f = f(X, t) we have
used the notations [f](t) = f+(t)  f(t) = f(S(t)+,t)  f(S(t),t). Such a curve is usually called a strain dis-
continuity (or strong discontinuity). Let us note that independently of any constitutive assumption a station-
ary strain discontinuity is one for which½r ¼ 0; ½v ¼ 0; ½e 6¼ 0 and _S ¼ 0; ð3Þ
while a propagating strain discontinuity is one for which½r 6¼ 0; ½v 6¼ 0; ½e 6¼ 0 and . _S2 ¼ ½r½e > 0. ð4ÞThe second law of thermodynamics in this isothermal setting requires that the constitutive assumptions
have to be compatible with the inequality. _w 6 r_e. ð5Þ
where w is the (Helmholtz) free energy function.
Inequality (5) is equivalent with.
o
ot
wþ 1
2
v2
 
6 o
oX
ðrvÞ; ð6Þwherefrom we get that across a strain discontinuity the following dissipation inequality has to be satisﬁedD ¼ _SðtÞ .½w  r
þ þ r
2
½e
 
P 0. ð7ÞLet us note that across a stationary strain discontinuity the dissipation inequality is always satisﬁed and
moreover, there is no dissipation.
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Starting with the paper by Ericksen (1975) the theory of elasticity with non-monotonic stress–strain rela-
tion r = req(e), or equivalently with non-convex free energy function, has been used to describe the main
features of phase transformations in solids (see for example, James, 1980, 1981; Abeyaratne and Knowles,
1991a,b, 1993; Pence, 1992, and the literature therein).
For a three-phase elastic material the simplest non-monotonic stress–strain relation is given byr ¼ reqðeÞ ¼
E3e r3 for em 6 e
E2eþ r2 for ea < e < em
E1e for  ea 6 e 6 ea
E2e r2 for  em < e < ea
E3eþ r3 for e 6 em
8>>>><
>>>:
ð8Þwhere in Fig. 1ra ¼ E1ea > 0; rm ¼ E2ðem  eaÞ þ E1ea; 0 < ea < em;
r2 ¼ ðE1 þ E2Þea > 0; r3 ¼ ðE3 þ E2Þem  ðE1 þ E2Þea ¼ E3em  rm.This constitutive relation is viewed as corresponding to a material which can exist in an austenite phase
and in two variants of martensite. E1 = const. > 0 is called the elastic modulus of the austenite phase, while
E3 = const. > 0 is the elastic modulus of the martensite phase since the variants of martensite are crystal-
lographically equivalent. E2 = const. < 0 is called the softening modulus and it corresponds to the unsta-
ble phases of the material.
Indeed, relation (8) reﬂects some experimental facts on materials capable of existing in more than one
solid phase as shape memory alloys for instance (Otsuka et al., 1976). Thus, during a uniaxial test of an
oriented single crystal specimen the material is found to remain in the austenite phase (cubic lattice) for
suﬃciently small values of the strain, in a martensitic variant (orthorhombic lattice with long side of crystal
parallel to the tensile axis) for suﬃciently large tensile strain and in an another orthorombic martensitic
variant (orthorombic lattice with the long side of the crystal normal to the tensile axis) for suﬃciently large
compressive strain.
Thus, according to relation (8) we say that a particle X at a time t is in the austenitic phaseA, or in the
martensitic variantsMþ, orM if the value of e(X, t) lies in the interval [ea, ea], or [em,1), or (1,em],εmεa
 m−ε
 a−σ
 m−σ
σa
1E
3E
E3
E
E
ε
σ
σ2
σ3 2
2
σm
−ε
 a
−
−
Fig. 1. The three phase elastic material: r = req(e).
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(spinodal regions) Iþ, or I, respectively.
In the present setting a strain discontinuity may be now either an elastic shock wave, or a (propagating or
stationary) phase boundary, according to whether the particles separated by the discontinuity are in the
same phase, or in distinct phases.
Let us note that the second law of thermodynamics (5) ensures for the elastic model the existence of a
unique (modulo a constant) free energy function w = weq(e) with the propertyreqðeÞ ¼ .
dweqðeÞ
de
; e > 1; ð9Þand leads to a null dissipation for any smooth ﬁeld e. On the other side, according to (7) for any strain jump
the following entropy inequality has to be satisﬁedDElðeþ; eÞ ¼ _SAðeþ; eÞ ¼ _S
Z eþ
e
reqðsÞds reqðe
þÞ þ reqðeÞ
2
ðeþ  eÞ
 !
P 0. ð10ÞTherefore, a dissipation can be induced by a propagating strain discontinuity. In other words, strain dis-
continuities constitute sources of dissipation in elastic nonlinear materials. It is useful to observe that
A(e+, e) is just the signed area between the graph of req(e) and the chord which joins (e
,req(e
)) with
(e+,req(e
+)).
Let us also note that the elastodynamic system (1) and (8) is now of mixed type, i.e., hyperbolic for
e 2 (1,em] [ [ea, ea] [ [em,1) and elliptic for e 2 (em,ea) [ (ea, em). Therefore, from mathematical
point of view the Cauchy problem is ill-posed in the sense of Hadamard in the elliptic unstable regime,
i.e., when phase transitions are involved. From physical point of view this is a strong indication of a con-
stitutive deﬁciency of the dynamic non-monotone elasticity which suggests that additional constitutive
information are needed.
Indeed, as in the case of monotone nonlinear elastic model there is a lack of uniqueness of the weak solu-
tions for initial-boundary value problems. That is caused by the fact that jump conditions (2) admit too
many solutions of which only some have physical meaning. Additional conditions termed admissibility
criteria, are therefore sought to eliminate physically inadmissible solutions.
Similar to gas dynamics, for materials for which stress is strictly convex or strictly concave but mono-
tonically increasing function of strain, the entropy inequality at shock fronts (10) is suﬃcient to ensure
uniqueness of weak solutions to the Cauchy problem for the corresponding system of conservation law
(see for instance Lax, 1971).
For a non-monotone elastic constitutive law the dissipation inequality (10) across a strong discontinuity is
no longer suﬃcient to deliver uniqueness for the Cauchy problem, that is the entropy admissibility criterion
is too weak. This situation reﬂects in fact the uncomplete physical description of phase transition phenom-
ena by the non-monotone elasticity. Since the motion of a phase boundary is a strongly dissipative process,
a dissipative mechanism has to be incorporated in the constitutive description. One way to remedy this deﬁ-
ciency, both in quasi-static and dynamic cases, is to supplement relation (8) with a kinetic relation that con-
trols the rate at which the phase transition proceeds and of a nucleation criterion (see for instance
Truskinovsky (1987), Abeyaratne and Knowles (1991a) and the literature therein). A second alternative
way, which has a long tradition, to resolving this constitutive insuﬃciency is to embed the elastic bar theory
as a special case of a broader theory which usually include viscosity of Kelvin–Voigt type and/or strain gra-
dient eﬀects (see for instance James (1980), Slemrod (1983), Pego (1987), Abeyaratne and Knowles (1991b),
Ngan and Truskinovsky (2002) and the literature therein). An additional advantage of this second ap-
proach is that it does not require a separate nucleation criterion. Moreover, it possesses its own kinetics,
since the material instability phenomena incorporated automatically lead to the formation and evolution
of phase boundaries.
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augmented theory described by the following general Maxwellian rate-type constitutive equationor
ot
 E oe
ot
¼ E
l
jr reqðeÞjk1ðr reqðeÞÞ; ð11Þwhere req(e) is a non-monotone stress–strain relation of type (8) called the equilibrium curve of the rate-type
model. E = const. > 0 is the dynamic Young modulus, k = const. > 0 is a rate sensitivity parameter and
l = const. > 0 is a viscosity coeﬃcient. For k = 1, l is a Newtonian viscosity coeﬃcient, lE is a relaxation time
of the model (of kinetic origin), while k ¼ El is usually called Maxwellian viscosity coeﬃcient. When l! 0
this rate-type constitutive equation can be seen as a rate-type approach of the elastic model in a sense which
will be presented in the second part of this paper (Fa˘ciu and Molinari, 2005).
This rate-type constitutive equation has the capacity to describe the kinetics of phase transformation and
it has been investigated in quasi-static experiments by Suliciu (1992), Fa˘ciu and Suliciu (1994) and Fa˘ciu
(1996). As we illustrate in Part II, the new parameters l, k and E describe in fact the kinetics of the growth
of phases and should be connected with the time of growth, or time of nucleation of microscopic theories of
phase transitions. The constitutive relation (11) includes as a limiting case for E!1 and k = 1 the Kelvin–
Voigt viscoelastic model which has been considered by James (1980), latter by Pego (1987) and recently by
Vainchtein and Rosakis (1999) in relation with phase transformations in solids.
In investigating propagating phase boundaries in elastic ﬂuids or solids some admissibility criteria in-
tended to generalize the entropy inequality and designed to select physically relevant solutions have been
proposed. For instance, Dafermos (1973) and Hattori (1986) proposed and used a maximum entropy rate
admissibility condition. Slemrod (1983) derived admissibility conditions by embedding the theory of van
der Waals ﬂuid in a higher order theory that includes the eﬀects of both viscosity and capillarity. James
(1980) and Pego (1987), by using a Kelvin–Voigt viscosity approach, have studied the implications of such
conditions in the setting of elastic bar theory. Suliciu (1989a, 1990) used a Maxwellian viscosity approach
for a van der Waals ﬂuid.
In this context, the problem of the stable, unstable or of the so-called ‘‘metastable states’’ and their
nucleation, is still an open one. Indeed, while the entropy admissibility criterion is too weak in this case,
the standard Kelvin–Voigt viscosity criterion (discussed by James, 1980; Slemrod, 1983; and Pego, 1987)
is considered by some authors as too restrictive (strong) since it rules out propagating phase boundaries
near the equilibrium co-existence line. Therefore, they introduce some variants of gradient elasticity or
capillarity eﬀect (see for instance Truskinovsky (1985), Abeyaratne and Knowles (1991b), Ngan and
Truskinovsky (2002) and the literature therein).
Since diﬀerent selection criteria may furnish diﬀerent unique solutions to a Cauchy problem, only sys-
tematic experimental investigations as for example those performed by Escobar and Clifton (1995) could
decide which is the physical relevant one. Therefore, the main goal of this work is to study the predictions
of the two constitutive models, the elastic and the rate-type one, when we consider the longitudinal impact
of two phase transforming bars and to suggest an experimental investigation program which could clarify
some aspects connected with the dynamic nucleation of phases.4. Riemann and Goursat problems—viscosity criterion
In the isothermal context for van der Waals ﬂuids, the Riemann problem has been discussed for example
by Slemrod (1983), Hattori (1986) and Suliciu (1989a, 1990) while for non-monotone elasticity by James
(1980), Pego (1987), Abeyaratne and Knowles (1991a) and Pence (1992).
An augmented theory which takes into account the internal dissipation is often called dissipative regu-
larization of the elastic model. It introduces an internal structure in a phase boundary and replaces the
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for admissible waves within the elastic theory is to identify as admissible those waves which arise in the
frame of the augmented theory in the limit of vanishing viscosity. This approach, investigated in the second
part of this paper (Fa˘ciu and Molinari, 2005) asserts that a strong discontinuity for the elastic model is
admissible if and only if the strains e and e+ on either side of the discontinuity can be smoothly connected
by a travelling wave constructed within the augmented theory. Our analysis establishes that the generalized
Maxwells type viscoelastic approach (11) leads to the same admissibility condition as that obtained by
Pego (1987) using the Kelvin–Voigt viscoelastic constitutive equation.
This viscosity admissibility criterion asserts: (i) a propagating strain discontinuity ð _S 6¼ 0Þ is admissible if
the chord criterion is satisﬁed and (ii) a stationary discontinuity ð _S ¼ 0Þ is admissible unconditionally. The
chord condition is fulﬁlled if and only if the chord which joins the points (e+, req(e
+)) to (e, req(e
)) lies
below (above) the graph of req(e) when ðeþ  eÞ _S > 0 (or ðeþ  eÞ _S < 0Þ for e between e+ and e (see
for instance Fig. 2).
In the present paper we consider a piece-wise linear equilibrium curve given by (8) where we suppose
additionally thatFig. 2.
e+ < eE1 P E3 >
rm þ ra
em þ ea  F > 0. ð12ÞThis situation is called the subsonic case (Fig. 2) since the speed of any admissible phase boundary will be
always lower than the speed of propagation of the elastic shock waves of either of the homogeneous phases,
i.e., . _S
2
< E1 and . _S
2
< E3. Let us note that usually for shape memory alloys E1P E3. The supersonic cases
E1 > F > E3 (Fig. 3a) and F < E1 < E3 (Fig. 3b) will be discussed elsewhere.
We suppose additionally that rm > 0, ruling out for the present purposes the possibility that the bar can
be in the martensitic phase at zero stress.
We use the viscosity criterion as selection criterion for weak solutions of the elastic system and we con-
struct the corresponding unique solutions. First, we solve the simplest initial-boundary value problem for
the elastic system (1) + (8), i.e. the Goursat problem. These are building blocks in solving the Riemann
problem for all possible initial data. We give the complete description of the solution of the Riemann
problem in order to illustrate in Section 5 how it can be used in investigating a laboratory experiment, that1E
3E
E2
3E
σ
F
εf ε
_
Subsonic case E1P E3 > F. Admissible waves connecting states (e
+,req(e
+)) (empty circle) and (e,req(e
)) (ﬁlled circle) for
and _S > 0.
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Fig. 3. (a) Supersonic case E1 > F > E3. (b) Supersonic case F < E1 < E3.
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lem is also a keystone in constructing a Godunov type numerical scheme for the elastic system (LeVeque,
1990).
4.1. The Goursat problems
The right Goursat problem in stress addresses wave propagation in a semi-inﬁnite space X > 0 for the fol-
lowing initial and boundary conditionðe; r; vÞðX ; 0Þ ¼ ðeR; rR ¼ reqðeRÞ; vRÞ; for X > 0; and rð0; tÞ ¼ r; for t > 0; ð13Þ
where eR, vR and r* are given values.
Note that in the initial condition (13) it is superﬂuous to give the stress since this one is related to the
strain through the elastic law (8). However, for the rate-type system (1) and (11), to be examined later, ini-
tial conditions have to include the stress. Thus the form (13) of initial condition is used for the homogeneity
of the presentation.
As usual the solution is sought in the form of self-similar solutions, i.e., (e, r, v)(X, t) = (e, r, v)(n), where
n ¼ Xt . The strong discontinuities have to satisfy jump conditions (2). We distinguish the following cases
depending on the initial value eR and of the applied stress r*.
Case (M) eR 2 [em,1)—material initially in phase Mþ
(M1) r* 2 [rm,1).
The material response is linear elastic with modulus E3. The solution consists of an elastic shock wave
X
t ¼ C3 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E3
.
q
which separates the constant states (eR,rR,vR) and (e*,r*,v*) (see Fig. 4) wherev ¼ vR  r
  rR
.C3
; e ¼ r
 þ r3
E3
> em. ð14Þ(M2) r* 2 [ra,rm).
According to the chord criterion there is a unique solution which consist of an elastic shock wave
X
t ¼ C3 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E3
.
q
which separates the constant states (eR,rR,vR) and (em,rm,vm) and a phase boundary moving
with the speed Cp ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E1ðrrmÞ
.ðrE1emÞ
q
which relates the states (em,rm,vm) and (e*,r*,v*) (see Fig. 5) wherevm ¼ vR  rm  rR.C3 ; v
 ¼ vm þ 1.C3
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðr  rmÞ E3E1 r
  r3  rm
 s
; e ¼ r

E1
<
rm
E1
. ð15Þ
a b
Fig. 5. Case M2: (a) Self-similar solution: Elastic shock wave precursor and a propagating phase boundary transforming the material
fromMþ to A. (b) Stress–strain states ahead and behind discontinuities.
a b
Fig. 4. Case M1: (a) Self-similar solution: elastic shock wave in phaseM
þ. (b) Stress–strain states ahead and behind discontinuities.
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The pair (ef,rf) corresponds to the intersection point between the graph of r = req(e) and the straight
line connecting the pointsM(em,rm) and Aðea;raÞ. According to the chord criterion we get the following
wave structure. There is an elastic shock wave precursor Xt ¼ C3 which connects the constant states
(eR,rR,vR) and (em,rm,vm) and two propagating phase boundaries. The ﬁrst one moves with the speed
Cf ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rmþra
.ðemþeaÞ
q
¼
ﬃﬃ
F
.
q
and relates the states (em,rm,vm) to ðea;ra;vaÞ and corresponds to a Mþ !A
phase transformation, while the second one moves with the speed Cp ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E3ðrþraÞ
.ðrr3þE3eaÞ
q
and transforms the
state ðea;ra;vaÞ from phase A into (e*,r*,v*) in phase M (Fig. 6), whereva ¼ vm þ 1.Cf ðra þ rmÞ; v
 ¼ va þ 1.C3
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðr þ raÞ r  r3 þ E3E1 ra
 s
; e ¼ r
  r3
E3
> ef . ð16Þ(M4) r* 2 (1,rf)
The solution consists of an elastic shock wave precursor inMþ phase which separates the constant states
(eR,rR,vR) and (em,rm,vm) and of a phase boundary propagating with the speed Cp ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E3ðrmrÞ
.ð2r3þrmrÞ
q
> Cf
which connects the constant states (em,rm,vm) to (e*,r*,v*). It corresponds to an impact M
þ !M in-
duced phase transformation (Fig. 7). Herev ¼ vm þ 1.C3
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð2r3 þ rm  rÞðrm  rÞ
p
; e ¼ r
  r3
E3
< ef . ð17ÞTherefore, we can build two functions denoted HMR and G
M
R , which for given (eR,rR,vR), eRP em associ-
ate to the applied stress r 2 R the velocity v* = v(0, t) and strain e* = e(0, t), solution of the Goursat prob-
lem (13) at the boundary (X = 0, t > 0). By removing the index * these functions can be written as follows:
a b
Fig. 6. Case M3: (a) Self-similar solution: Elastic shock wave precursor and two propagating phase boundaries transforming the
material from Mþ to A and from A toM. (b) Stress–strain states ahead and behind discontinuities.
a b
Fig. 7. Case M4: (a) Self-similar solution: elastic shock wave precursor and a high speedM
þ !M propagating phase boundary. (b)
Stress–strain states ahead and behind discontinuities.
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¼
vR  1.C3 ðrm  rRÞ þ 1.C3
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃðr rmÞðr rm  2r3Þp ; r < rf ;
vR  1.C3 ðrm  rRÞ þ 1.Cf ðrm þ raÞ þ 1.C3
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðrþ raÞ rþ E3E1 ra  r3
 r
; rf 6 r < ra;
vR  1.C3 ðrm  rRÞ þ 1.C3
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðr rmÞ E3E1 r rm  r3
 r
; ra 6 r < rm;
vR  1.C3 ðr rRÞ; rm 6 r
8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
; ð18Þ
e ¼GMR ðr; eR; rR ¼ E3eR  r3; vRÞ ¼
1
E3
ðr r3Þ; r < ra
1
E1
r; ra 6 r < rm
1
E3
ðrþ r3Þ rm 6 r
8>><
>: . ð19ÞNote that function HMR is a continuous and strictly decreasing function of r, thus it is invertible. At points
r = rm and r = ra the graph presents angular points with left and right vertical slopes. On the other side,
function GMR is discontinuous at rm and ra. This property reﬂects the strain intervals which are not al-
lowed for a phase transformation by the chord criterion.
We can also consider the right Goursat problem in velocity when instead of giving r* at X = 0 for t > 0 in
(13) we prescribe a constant velocity v*. It is obvious that this problem has a unique solution too, which
follows immediately by using functions HMR and G
M
R due to the one-to-one correspondence between v*
508 C. Fa˘ciu, A. Molinari / International Journal of Solids and Structures 43 (2006) 497–522and r*. Let us note that the wave structure can be also immediately determined using the properties of
functions HMR and G
M
R .
Case (A) eR 2 [ea, ea]—material initially in phase A
The wave structure is again determined by using jump relations (2) and the chord criterion. We write here
only the functionsHAR andG
A
R which for ﬁxed initial data eR,rR = E1eR,vR associate to an applied stress r* the
values v* and e*, where v* = v(0, t) and e* = e(0, t) for t > 0. By removing again the superscript * we have:v ¼ HARðr; eR; rR ¼ E1eR; vRÞ ¼
vR þ 1.C1 ðrR þ raÞ þ 1.C3
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðrþ raÞ r r3 þ E3E1 ra
 r
; r < ra;
vR  1.C1 ðr rRÞ; ra 6 r < ra;
vR þ 1.C1 ðrR  raÞ  1.C3
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðr raÞ rþ r3  E3E1 ra
 r
; ra < r;
8>>><
>>>:
ð20Þ
e ¼ GARðr; eR; rR ¼ E1eR; vRÞ ¼
1
E3
ðr r3Þ; r < ra;
1
E1
r; ra 6 r 6 ra;
1
E3
ðrþ r3Þ; ra < r.
8><
>: ð21ÞReciprocally, by knowing functions HAR and G
A
R and the position of r with respect to ra and ra we can
immediately determine the wave structure of the Goursat problem. Thus, if r > ra the impact produces an
elastic shock wave in austenitic phase propagating with speed C1 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E1=.
p
and a phase boundary propa-
gating with speed CpðrÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðrraÞ
.ðGARðrÞeaÞ
q
transforming the material from phase A to phaseMþ (Fig. 8a and
b). If r 2 [ra,ra] then the impact condition leads to an elastic shock wave in austenitic phase propagating
with speed C1 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E1=.
p
(Fig. 8c and d). If r < ra we get an elastic shock wave precursor with speed
C1 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E1=.
p
and a phase boundary propagating with speed CpðrÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðrþraÞ
.ðGARðrÞþeaÞ
q
transforming the material
from phase A to phase M (Fig. 8e and f).
Let us note that HAR is also a continuous and strictly decreasing function of r realizing a one-to-one cor-
respondence between the applied stress r* and the resulting velocity v* at the boundary (X = 0, t > 0). As a
consequence the right Goursat problem in velocity has a unique solution, too. On the other side, function GAR
has a ﬁnite jump at points ra and ra, describing in this way the strain intervals which are not allowed by
the transformation according to the chord criterion.
Case ðMÞ eR 2 (1,em]—material initially in phase M
The solution is obtained in a similar way as in the case (M). We write here only the functions HMR and G
M
R
which for ﬁxed initial data (eR,req(eR) = E3eR + r3,vR) associate to an applied stress r* the values v* and e*
where v* = v(0, t) and e* = e(0, t) for t > 0. These are:v ¼HMR ðr; eR; rR ¼ E3eR þ r3; vRÞ
¼
vR  1.C3 ðr rRÞ; r 6 rm
vR þ 1.C3 ðrm þ rRÞ  1.C3
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðrþ rmÞ E3E1 rþ rm þ r3
 r
; rm < r 6 ra
vR þ 1.C3 ðrm þ rRÞ  1.Cf ðrm þ raÞ  1.C3
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðr raÞ r E3E1 ra þ r3
 r
; ra < r 6 rf
vR þ 1.C3 ðrm þ rRÞ  1.C3
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃðrþ rmÞðrþ rm þ 2r3Þp ; rf < r
8>>>>><
>>>>:
ð22Þ
e ¼GMR ðr; eR; rR ¼ E3eR þ r3; vRÞ ¼
1
E3
ðr r3Þ; r 6 rm
1
E1
r; rm < r 6 ra
1
E3
ðrþ r3Þ; ra < r
8><
>: ð23Þ
ac
e
b
d
f
Fig. 8. Case A: (a), (c), (e) Self-similar solutions. (b), (d), (f) Stress–strain states ahead and behind discontinuities.
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shock wave propagating with the speed C3. If r 2 (rm,ra] there is an elastic shock wave precursor which
propagates with speed C3 into the semi-inﬁnite space X > 0 followed by a M
 ! A transformation front
propagating with the speed CpðrÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E1ðrþrmÞ
.ðrþE1emÞ
q
. When r 2 (ra,rf], then an elastic shock wave in the M
phase is followed by two transformation fronts. The ﬁrst one propagates with the speed Cf ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðrmþraÞ
.ðemþeaÞ
q
transforming the material from phase M to phase A. The second one propagates with the speed
CpðrÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E3ðrraÞ
.ðrþr3E3eaÞ
q
< Cf and transforms the material from the austenite state (ea,ra) to a state in M

phase. When r > rf then the elastic shock wave precursor in theM
 phase is followed by a high speed prop-
agating phase boundary CpðrÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E3ðrþrmÞ
.ðrþr3þE3emÞ
q
> Cf which transforms directly the material fromM
 toMþ
phase.
Let us note that function HMR is a continuous and strictly decreasing function of r, thus being invertible.
At the points r = rm and r = ra the graph presents angular points with right vertical slopes. On the other
side, function GMR is discontinuous at rm and ra thus reﬂecting the nature of the phase transformation
according to the chord criterion.
The solution of the left Goursat problem in stressðe; r; vÞðX ; 0Þ ¼ ðeL; rL ¼ reqðeLÞ; vLÞ; for X < 0; and rð0; tÞ ¼ r; for t > 0; ð24Þ
510 C. Fa˘ciu, A. Molinari / International Journal of Solids and Structures 43 (2006) 497–522where eL,vL and r* are given values, can be constructed in the same way as for the right one. The expression
of the functions v ¼ HiLðr; eL; rL ¼ reqðeLÞ; vLÞ and e ¼ GiLðr; eL; rL ¼ reqðeLÞ; vLÞ; i 2 fM;A;Mg which
associate to the constant boundary condition r* the values v* = v(0,t) and e* = e(0,t) for t > 0, respectively,
are obtained from relations (18)–(23) by replacing R into L, C1 into C1, C3 into C3, Cf into Cf and Cp
into Cp. In this case the curves v ¼ HiLðr; eL; rL ¼ reqðeLÞ; vLÞ; i 2 fM;A;Mg are continuous and strictly
increasing, being thus invertible. As a consequence the left Goursat problem in velocity has always a unique
solution, too.4.2. The Riemann problem
The Riemann problem consists in ﬁnding the weak solutions of the elastic system (1) and (8) in the half
plane t > 0 of the (X, t)-plane that satisﬁes the following conditionsðe; r; vÞðX ; 0Þ ¼ ðeL; rL ¼ reqðeLÞ; vLÞ for X < 0;
ðe; r; vÞðX ; 0Þ ¼ ðeR; rR ¼ reqðeRÞ; vRÞ for X > 0;
ð25Þwhere (eL,vL) and (eR,vR) are given values.
We can view the Riemann problem as consisting of two Goursat problems, a right and a left one, sub-
mitted to the condition that across the material surface X = 0 the stress and the velocity coincide for t > 0.
Indeed, according to relations (3) only the strain may suﬀer a jump discontinuity across the vertical line
X = 0, allowing us to describe stationary phase boundaries.
The solution of the Riemann problem is obtained by intersecting in the r–v plane the curves
v ¼ HiLðr; eL; rL ¼ reqðeLÞ; vLÞ and v ¼ HiRðr; eR; rR ¼ reqðeRÞ; vRÞ; i 2 fM;A;Mg which pass through the
points (rR,vR) and (rL,vL), respectively. Since the ﬁrst one is strictly decreasing and the second one is strictly
increasing it follows that they meet always each other in a single point (r*,v*). Thus the uniqueness of the
solution of the Goursat problems ensures the uniqueness of the solution of the Riemann problems with re-
spect to the chord criterion. Moreover, as we have already seen in the previous section, the form of the
graphs of functions v ¼ HiLðr; eL; rL ¼ reqðeLÞ; vLÞ and v ¼ HiRðr; eR; rR ¼ reqðeRÞ; vRÞ contains the wave
structure corresponding to the Riemann problem which can be read out easily. The procedure will be exem-
pliﬁed in the following when investigating the longitudinal impact of two bars.5. Longitudinal impact of two bars—exact solution
Experiments with longitudinal impact of elastic and plastic bars have been intensively investigated in the
sixtieth and seventieth years (see for instance Bell (1968), §4.28; Cristescu and Suliciu (1982), Chap. IV and
the literature therein). Such kind of experiments can be used to study the kinetics of phase transformation
in shape memory alloys, too (see for instance the pressure-shear plate experiments reported by Escobar and
Clifton, 1995).
Consider two bars of the same phase transforming material. One called ﬂyer (projectile bar) is shot out
from an air gun with known velocity V0, and travels freely to the right until it impinges a bar at rest called
target. We denote by L the length of the ﬂyer and by l the length of the target and we suppose L > l. The left
end of the ﬂyer and the right end of the target bar are stress free. After impact the two bars remain in con-
tact and move together until a time tS called time of separation. This time corresponds to the moment when
the ﬁrst tensile wave arrives at the point of contact X = 0. Indeed, since the two bars are not glued at the
impact face X = 0 they can not support a dilatational wave and consequently they have to separate. After
separation we have to consider at X = 0 free stress end conditions for both bars.
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correspðe; r; vÞðX ; 0Þ ¼ ð0; 0; V 0Þ for X 2 ½L; 0; ðe; r; vÞðX ; 0Þ ¼ ð0; 0; 0Þ for X 2 ð0; l; ð26Þ
rðL; tÞ ¼ 0 and rðl; tÞ ¼ 0; for tP 0;
rð0; tÞ ¼ rð0þ; tÞ and vð0; tÞ ¼ vð0þ; tÞ; for t 2 ½0; tSÞ;
rð0; tÞ ¼ 0 and rð0þ; tÞ ¼ 0; for tP tS.
ð27ÞThe time tS has to be determined when constructing the solution, being the ﬁrst time when r(,t) or r(0+, t)
ﬁrst becomes positive.
For simplicity we consider in the following the case E1 = E3, i.e. the elastic modulus of the austenite
phaseA is equal with the elastic modulus of the martensite variantsM. In order to describe the solution
of the initial-boundary value problem (26) and (27) for the elastic system (1) and (8) we use a time-distance
diagram of wave propagation in the ﬂyer and target after impact as in Fig. 10a or Fig. 11a. It is obvious
that at time t = 0 we have to solve a Riemann problem with the constant data (26) around X = 0. The solu-
tion at X = 0, t > 0 and the wave structure is obtained by intersecting the ﬁxed curve v ¼ HARðr; 0; 0; 0Þ pass-
ing through the point (r = 0,v = 0), given by (20), with the curve v ¼ HALðr; 0; 0; V 0Þ, passing through the
point (r = 0,v = V0), obtained from the same formula by replacing C1 to C1 and R to L, (Fig. 9), i.e.,v ¼HALðr; 0; 0; V 0Þ ¼
V 0  1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.E1
p ra  1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.E1
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃðrþ raÞðr r3 þ raÞp ; r < ra
V 0 þ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.E1
p r; ra 6 r 6 ra
V 0 þ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.E1
p ra þ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.E1
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃðr raÞðrþ r3  raÞp ; ra < r
8>>><
>>>:
ð28Þ
v ¼HARðr; 0; 0; 0Þ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.E1
p ra þ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.E1
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃðrþ raÞðr r3 þ raÞp ; r < ra
 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.E1
p r; ra 6 r 6 ra
 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.E1
p ra  1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.E1
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃðr raÞðrþ r3  raÞp ; ra < r
8>>><
>>>:
ð29Þa b
Solution of the Riemann problem at X = 0 and t > 0. (a) Case V0 6 Vph—no phase transformation (encircled numbers
ond to Fig. 10a). (b) Case V0 > Vph—impact-induced phase transformation (encircled numbers correspond to Fig. 11a).
a b
Fig. 10. Elastic linear impact (V0 6 Vph). Capital letters denote stress–strain states; encircled numbers denote stress–velocity states in
Fig. 9a. (a) t–X diagram, (b) stress–strain states ahead and behind discontinuities.
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important to note here that this appears linearly in the expression of function v ¼ HALðr; 0; 0; V 0Þ.
(a) Elastic impact. IfV 0 6 V ph  2raﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ.E1p ð30Þ
the impact between the two bars is only elastic linear. Indeed, from (28) and (29) we get that condition (30)
is equivalent with HALðra; 0; 0; V 0Þ < HARðra; 0; 0; 0Þ. Therefore, the two curves meet each other in their
linear part (Fig. 9a) which means that the two bars behaves linearly elastic during the impact. The solution
of problem (26) and (27) represented in the time-distance diagram Fig. 10a is:O- $ ðe ¼ 0; r ¼ 0; v ¼ V 0Þ; O- $ ðe ¼ 0; r ¼ 0; v ¼ 0Þ;
B- $ e ¼  V 0
2C1
; r ¼  .C1V 0
2
; V ¼ V 0
2
 
; B- $ e ¼ V 0
2C1
; r ¼ .C1V 0
2
; V ¼ V 0
2
 
.The time of separation is tS ¼ 2LC1 and corresponds to the arrival time of the elastic unloading wave reﬂected
at X = L.
(b) Impact-induced phase transformation. IfV 0 > V ph  2raﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ.E1p ð31Þ
a phase transformation is induced in the neighborhood of the impact face. This result is in agreement with
what experimentally is known, that is, if the impact velocity is suﬃciently large a new phase nucleates and
grows in the phase transforming material. In the case of the elastic model with chord condition as selection
criterion this value is given by the critical value (31). It is thus obvious that, according to the viscosity cri-
terion, the dynamic nucleation of a new phase is associated with the attainment of the maxima/minima of
the equilibrium curve.
Indeed, condition (31) is equivalent with relation HALðra; 0; 0; V 0Þ > HARðra; 0; 0; 0Þ. One reads out eas-
ily from Fig. 9b that two elastic shock wave precursors propagating left and right with speed C1 are fol-
lowed by two symmetric propagating phase boundaries. The solution of the Riemann problem at the
point O(t = 0,X = 0) is described below and illustrated in Fig. 11. There are ﬁve regions in the X–t diagram
where the solution is the following:
a b
Fig. 11. Shock-induced phase transformation (v > Vph). Capital letters denote stress–strain states; encircled numbers denote stress–
velocity states in Fig. 9b. (a) t–X diagram, (b) stresss–strain states ahead and behind discontinuities.
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2
 
; A- $ e ¼ ea; r ¼ ra; v ¼ V 0  V ph
2
 
;
B- $
eBðgÞ ¼ 1E1 ðrBðgÞ  r3Þ; e ¼  1E1 ðra þ r3Þ
rBðgÞ ¼ ra þ 12 r3  12
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r23 þ g2
p
; !g!0 r ¼ ra;
v ¼ 1
2
V ph þ 1
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.E1
p g ¼ 1
2
V 0; v ¼ V ph2
8>>><
>>>:
ð32Þwhereg 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.E1
p
V 0  2ra > 0.The limiting case g! 0 is analyzed in an explicit manner in (32) and in what follows.
The phase boundaries propagates left and right with the speed P1 < C1 given by relationP 21ðgÞ ¼
E1
.
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r23 þ g2
p
 r3ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r23 þ g2
p
þ r3
!g!0 0. ð33ÞAt time t1 ¼ lC1 an elastic compressive shock arrives at the rear surface of the target and reﬂects as an
unloading wave (Fig. 11a). The solution in the adjacent region O- is determined as solution of a left
Goursat problem with initial data A- and free stress end condition. We getO- $ ðe ¼ 0; r ¼ 0; v ¼ V phÞ. ð34Þ
The unloading shock wave intersects the right propagating phase boundary at the point R2(X2, t2),
whereX 2ðgÞ ¼ 2lP 1ðgÞC1 þ P 1ðgÞ and t2ðgÞ ¼
2l
C1 þ P 1ðgÞ > t1. ð35ÞThe question is what is the eﬀect of this interaction. The answer is obtained by solving a Riemann prob-
lem with the left state B- and the right state O- (Fig. 11). The solution is obtained by intersecting the
monotone increasing curve v ¼ HML ðr; eB; rB; V 02 Þ passing through the point ðrB; V 02 Þ with the monotone
decreasing curve v ¼ HARðr; 0; 0; V phÞ passing through the point (0, Vph), given by relations (20) and (22),
a b c
d e f
g h i
Fig. 12. Solution of the Riemann problem at point R2(X2, t2). Intersection of the curves v ¼ HML ðr; eB;rrmB; V 02 Þ and v ¼ HARðr; 0; 0; V phÞ;
local space-time diagram; stress–strain states. Capital letters denote stress–strain states; encircled numbers denote stress–velocity states.
{(a), (b), (c)} Case V0 2 (Vph,Vbw)—backward propagating phase transformation. {(d), (e), (f)} Case V0 2 [Vbw,Vfw]—stationary phase
boundaryM $A. {(g), (h), (i)} Case V0 > Vfw)—forward propagating phase transformation.
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pends on the impact velocity V0 in a way which is illustrated in Fig. 12.
Let us introduce the following critical values of the impact velocityV bw  V ph þ 4rmðr3 þ 2rmÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ.E1p ðr3 þ 4rmÞ < V fw  V ph þ
4raðr3 þ 2raÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.E1
p ðr3 þ 4raÞ . ð36ÞThe interaction at R2(X2, t2) between the propagating phase boundary with the elastic unloading shock
front leads to a reﬂected and transmitted elastic shock waves propagating with speed C1 and to a propa-
gating phase boundary. Depending on the magnitude of the impact velocity V0 this phase boundary be-
haves as follows:
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b) is stationary if Vbw 6 V0 6 Vfw (Fig. 12e),
c) propagates forward if Vfw < V0 (Fig. 12h).
Indeed, if HML ðrm; eB; rB; V 02 Þ < HARðrm; 0; 0; V phÞ, which is equivalent with V 02 
rmþrBðgÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.E1
p < 2raﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.E1
p þ rmﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.E1
p ,
i.e. V0 < Vbw, then the two curves meet at the point (r*,v*) denoted by , where r* > rm (Fig. 12a).
Therefore, the particles which at t = t2 and X > X2 lay in the state O- reach the state D- due to an
elastic shock wave in the phase A. The particles which at t = t2 and X < X2 lay in the state B- reach
the state D- by an elastic shock wave in the phase M and a backward propagating phase boundary
(Fig. 12b).
If the impact velocity V0 increases then the graph of the function v ¼ HML ðr; eB; rB; V 02 Þ moves up. Thus,
for V0P Vbw the graphs of the two curves, v ¼ HML ðr; eB; rB; V 02 Þ and v ¼ HARðr; 0; 0; V phÞ, intersect each
other in their linear part so long as HML ðra; eB; rB; V 02 Þ 6 HARðra; 0; 0; V phÞ (see Fig. 12d), which is equiv-
alent with condition V0 6 Vfw. The intersection point (r*,v*) has the property that r* 2 (ra,rm) and as a
consequence the particles in the neighborhood of X = X2 will not change their phases. The solution will
consist of two left and right propagating elastic shock fronts in each of the two corresponding phases,
M andA, respectively and a stationary discontinuity (Fig. 12e). This stationary discontinuity will persist
so long it will not interact with another strain discontinuity.
If the impact velocity V0 > Vfw then the solution (r*,v*) will be obtained by intersecting the linear part of
the curve v ¼ HML ðr; eB; rB; V 02 Þ with the nonlinear part of the curve v ¼ HARðr; 0; 0; V phÞ (see Fig. 12g). In this
case r* < ra. Therefore the particles which initially were in the phaseM will change their state due to an
elastic shock front, but remaining in the same phase, while the particles which were in the phase A will
change their phase to M by an elastic shock wave and a forward propagating phase front with speed
P2 (Fig. 12h).
Let us continue the description of the solution when at the point R2(X2, t2) the propagating phase bound-
ary starts to move backward, i.e when V0 2 (Vph,Vbw). We shall now focus on the limiting case when
V0! Vph + 0, (or equivalently when g! 0+) and on its physical meaning.
In order to get the solution we have to solve Riemann problems and left Goursat problems in stress at
the points marked with ﬁlled circles on Fig. 13. Besides the stress, strain and velocity states given by rela-
tions (32) and (34) which correspond to the regions shown in the time-space diagram in Fig. 13 we get the
following wave structure.
At the point R2(X2, t2) the solution of the Riemann problem with constant left state B- and constant
right state O- generates a backward propagating phase boundary separating the statesD- $
eDðgÞ ¼ 1E1 rDðgÞ; e ¼  1E1
rmr3
4rmþr3
rDðgÞ ¼
ðg2rmr3Þð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r2
3
þg2
p
þgÞþr2
3
2½4rmþ2r3g
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r2
3
þg2
p
 ; !
g!0
r ¼  rmr3
4rmþr3 ;
vDðgÞ ¼ V ph  1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ.E1p rDðgÞ; v ¼ V ph þ rmr3ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ.E1ð4rmþr3Þp
8>>><
>>:
ð37Þ
M- $
eMðgÞ ¼ em; e ¼ em
rMðgÞ ¼ rm; !
g!0
r ¼ rm;
vMðgÞ ¼ V ph þ
g2rmþ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r2
3
þg2
p
r3
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.E1
p ; v ¼ V ph  rmﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.E1
p
8>><
>>:
ð38ÞThe slope of the backward propagating phase boundary is given byP 22ðgÞ ¼
E1
.
rDðgÞ þ rm
rDðgÞ þ E1em
< C21; !
g!0
P 22ð0Þ ¼
E1
.
4r2m
E1emð4rm þ r3Þ  rmr3 . ð39Þ
a b
Fig. 13. Wave propagation in the ﬂyer and target after impact—V0 2 (Vph,Vbw). Behavior of the backward propagating phase
boundary. (a) t–X diagram, (b) stress–strain states ahead and behind discontinuities.
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lying in phaseM catches up the left phase boundary, started at O(0,0), we have to solve a Riemann prob-
lem with constant left state A- and constant right state M- . The solution consists of two propagating
left and right shock wave fronts and a stationary phase boundary which separates the constant statesF- $
eFðgÞ ¼ 1E1 ðrFðgÞ  r3Þ; e ¼ em
rFðgÞ ¼ 14 ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r23 þ g2
p
 r3  gÞ  rm; !g!0 r ¼ rm;
vFðgÞ ¼ V ph þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r2
3
þg2
p
r3þ3g4rm
4
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.E1
p ; v ¼ V ph  rmﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.E1
p
8>>><
>>:
ð40Þ
E- $
eEðgÞ ¼ 1E1 rEðgÞ; e ¼  1E1 rm;
rEðgÞ ¼ 14 ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r23 þ g2
p
 r3  gÞ  rm; !g!0 r ¼ rm;
vEðgÞ ¼ V ph þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r2
3
þg2
p
r3þ3g4rmﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4.E1
p ; v ¼ V ph  rmﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.E1
p
8>><
>>>:
ð41ÞAt the point R4(X4 = l,t4) (Fig. 13a) where the elastic loading shock wave reﬂected at R2(X2, t2) by the
phase boundary reaches the free end of the target we have to solve a left Goursat problem in stress with
initial condition D- . The solution will consist of an elastic unloading shock front separating the constant
states D- fromO- $ e ¼ 0; r ¼ 0; v ¼ V ph  2rDðgÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ.E1p
 
!g!0 e ¼ 0; r ¼ 0; v ¼ V ph þ 2rmr3ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ.E1p ð4rm þ r3Þ
 
ð42ÞAt the point R5(X5,t5) (Fig. 13a) the forward propagating elastic shock front generated at R3(X3, t3) inter-
acts with the backward propagating phase boundary. The wave structure is found by solving the Riemann
problem with constant step data F- and D- . We get that the phase boundary continues to propagate
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ﬂected and transmitted across it bounding the regions with constant statesG- $
eGðgÞ ¼ 1E1 rGðgÞ; e ¼  1E1
rmr3
4rmþr3 ;
rGðgÞ ¼ g
22rmgrmr3
4rmþr32g ; !
g!0
r ¼  rmr3
4rmþr3 ;
vGðgÞ ¼ V ph  1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ.E1p rGðgÞ; v ¼ V ph þ rmr3ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ.E1p ð4rmþr3Þ
8>><
>>:
ð43Þ
M- $
eMðgÞ ¼ em; e ¼ em
rMðgÞ ¼ rm; !
g!0
r ¼ rm;
vMðgÞ ¼ V ph þ grmﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ.E1p ; v ¼ V ph  rm.E1
8>><
>>:
ð44ÞThe unloading shock wave reﬂected at t4 by the free end of the target (Fig. 13a) interacts at the point
R6(X6,t6) with the shock wave transmitted at t5 by the backward propagating phase boundary. Therefore,
we have to solve a Riemann problem with the initial data corresponding to G- and O- , respectively.
The solution consists of two propagating left and right shock wave fronts which are separated by the
constant stateH- $
eHðgÞ ¼ 1E1 ðrGðgÞ  rDðgÞÞ; e ¼ 0;
rHðgÞ ¼ rGðgÞ  rDðgÞ; !
g!0
r ¼ 0;
vHðgÞ ¼ V ph  1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ.E1p ðrGðgÞ þ rDðgÞÞ; v ¼ V ph þ 2rmr3ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ.E1p ð4rmþr3Þ ;
8>><
>>:
ð45ÞAt time t = t7 (Fig. 13a) an unloading shock wave reaches again the free end of the target bar and is re-
ﬂected leading to the following solution of a left Goursat problemO- $ e ¼ 0; r ¼ 0; v ¼ V ph  2rHðgÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ.E1p
 
!g!0 e ¼ 0; r ¼ 0; v ¼ V ph þ 2rmr3ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ.E1p ð4rm þ r3Þ
 
ð46ÞThe procedure can continue in the same manner in order to determine the complete solution of our im-
pact problem. We can now summarize the behavior of the two bars when the impact velocity is only a bit
larger than the value necessary to induce a phase transformation at the impact end.
First, the unloading shock wave reﬂected, at the free end of the specimen, interacts successively with the
right and left propagating phase boundaries changing the ﬁrst one into a backward propagating phase
boundary and stopping the second one. The change in acoustic impedance of the material across a phase
boundary produces the reﬂection of elastic shock waves across it. As a consequence the presence of a trans-
formation can be detected by recording the changes in the velocity proﬁle at the end of the target X = l.
According to (37) and (45), the ﬁrst loading shock wave, reﬂected by the phase boundary at R2(X2, t2) in-
duces at the free end of the target at time t4 a signiﬁcant step-like increase of the velocity. No increase in
particle velocity would be expected at this moment if no phase transformations would occur. Moreover, so
long as the phase boundary exists at the left end of the target any round trip propagation of the ﬁrst pulse
between the phase boundary and the free-end of the target will lead to a new signiﬁcant increase of the par-
ticle velocity at X = l. On the other side, between these time moments we can also observe at X = l small
ﬂuctuations of the particle velocity. These are due to the elastic shock waves propagating inside the trans-
formed zone and which are transmitted across the phase boundary.
Let us analyze now the limit case when V0! Vph, V0 > Vph, i.e. g! 0, g > 0. The behavior of the solu-
tion, illustrated in Fig. 14, is obtained by collecting the results described in relations (32)–(46) for g! 0.
The elastic model, coupled with the chord criterion, predicts that as soon as the impact velocity overcomes
the critical value Vph, a phase boundary starts to propagate in both bars. When g! 0 the speed of the
a b
Fig. 14. Wave propagation in the ﬂyer and target after impact. The limit case V0 = Vph + 0. (a) t–X diagram, (b) stress–strain states
ahead and behind discontinuities.
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Qð 1
E1
ðra þ r3Þ;raÞ (see Fig. 14b). In other words, according to (32), the slope of the straight line con-
necting the nucleation strain-stress state Aðea;raÞ and the transformed strain-stress state BðeB;rBÞ
becomes horizontal.
At the time t2 when the unloading shock wave reﬂected at the free end of the target starts to cross the
transformed material the thickness of the transformed zone is of the order of gðX 2  X 3 ¼ 2lr3 gÞ. At this mo-
ment a reverse phase transformation M !A, starts to develop and a backward propagating phase
boundary starts to advance into material lying in the M phase. It is interesting to note that, according
to (39), the reverse transformation can not propagate faster than a limit speed value given by P2(0). This
corresponds to the straight line connecting the states Mðem;rmÞ and Lð 1E1
rmr3
4rmþr3 ;
rmr3
4rmþr3Þ (Fig. 14b).
We are interested to determine what happens when the backward propagating phase boundary in the
target interacts with the stationary phase boundary generated in the ﬂyer. It is obvious that, when
g! 0, we can assume that the backward propagating phase boundary moves with the constant speed
P2(0) < 0, and using relations (41) and (43) we can approximate the solution at the left of the intersection
point of the two phase boundaries by the constant strain-stress state Nð rm
E1
;rmÞ and velocity
v ¼ V ph  1.C1 rm and at the right of the intersection point by the constant compressive strain-stress state
Lð 1
E1
rmr3
4rmþr3 ;
rmr3
4rmþr3Þ and velocity v = Vph + V* (see point I in Fig. 14a and its zoom in Fig. 15a) whereV  ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.E1
p rmr3
4rm þ r3 . ð47ÞThe solution of the above Riemann problem will consist in two unloading elastic shock waves propagating
left and right, respectively and bounding a region in the time-space diagram wheree ¼ 0; r ¼ 0; v ¼ V ph. ð48Þ
Therefore, around the time t  2lC1, which corresponds to a round trip through the thickness of the target of
the initial pulse, two parallel shock waves discontinuities very close each other are generated near the con-
tact point (Fig. 15a). The ﬁrst one propagating right is a loading shock and is due to the interaction between
a b c
Fig. 15. The limit case V0 = Vph + 0. (a) Zoom of zone I in Fig. 14a. Interaction between backward propagating phase boundary and
the stationary phase boundary. (b) Zoom of zone II in Fig. 14a. Reﬂection of the ‘‘elastic pulse’’ at the free end of the target bar. (c)
Zoom of zone III in Fig. 14a. Reﬂection of the ‘‘elastic pulse’’ at the impact end of the target bar. Capital letters denote stress–strain
states in Fig. 14b.
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shock wave and is due to the interaction between the two phase boundaries which disappear. These two
shock fronts form in the space time diagram a narrow strip whose order of magnitude is proportional with
g. Inside this strip we have the compressive strain-stress state L.
The above two discontinuities arrive at the free end of the target at a time t  3lC1 (point II in Fig. 14a) and
the solution corresponding to this interaction is determined by solving Riemann and Goursat problems at
the point marked with ﬁlled circles in its zoom in Fig. 15b. Therefore, an inﬁnitesimal transformed zone
induced by impact at the left end of the target leads to an unusual increase of the particle velocity at the
free end of the specimen. This will be recorded like a small pulse of the velocity for a time interval propor-
tional with g. The two shock discontinuities are reﬂected by the boundary X = l. The ﬁrst one will arrive at
the left end of the target X = 0 (point III in Fig. 14a) as a tensile wave (the strain-stress state inside the strip
propagating now left is positive, i.e. L 1E1
rmr3
4rmþr3 ;
rmr3
4rmþr3
 
in Fig. 14b), leading to the separation of the two
bars. Thus, the time of separation is around tS ¼ 4lC1. The way these shock discontinuities are reﬂected by
the left end of the target is illustrated in Fig. 15c where the solution is determined by solving Riemann
and Goursat problems at the points marked with ﬁlled circles.
Therefore, another indication of the existence of a phase boundary at the impact face is an abrupt
change of the time of separation of the two bars. Indeed, according to the above bar theory when the pro-
jectile is longer than the target bar and E1 = E3, the separation of the two bars should appear, at time t ¼ 2LC1
if the contact is elastic, i.e. when V0 6 Vph, and at time t ¼ 4lC1 when V0 = Vph + 0 and an inﬁnitesimal part
of the impact region suﬀers a phase transformation. Thus, an experimental investigation on the inﬂuence of
the impact velocity on the time of separation could clarify some aspects connected with the dynamic nucle-
ation of phases.
Another indication of the existence of a phase boundary at the impact face is the periodic increase of the
particle velocity at the free end of the target which is associated with the arrivals of the elastic pulses at this
border (see for instance Fig. 16). This result is in agreement with experimental observations as those per-
formed by Escobar and Clifton (1995).
Fig. 16. The limit case V0 = Vph + 0. Eﬀect of phase transformation: changes in the free-end velocity of the target bar associated with
the arrivals of the elastic waves.
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The aim of this study is to provide a complete theoretical and numerical analysis on the wave structure
predicted by the elastic model versus a general rate-type viscoelastic approach when we consider the lon-
gitudinal impact of two phase transforming bars. This analysis allows, on one side, a qualitatively and
quantitatively comparison between the solutions described by the two models and, on the other side, give
suggestions on the way these results can be used to interpret laboratory experiments.
In this ﬁrst part, by using a piecewise linear non-monotone elastic constitutive equation we investigated
solutions for the complete set of Riemann and Goursat problems. The non-uniqueness issue inherent to
such problems due to the non-convexity of the free energy function was eliminated by using the chord cri-
terion which, according to Part II (Fa˘ciu and Molinari, 2005), is furnished by our augmented theory. By
using systematically the solutions of the Goursat and Riemann problems we started to build the exact solu-
tion for a variety of impact conditions. We explored the interaction between elastic shock waves transmit-
ted and reﬂected across phase boundaries. We found critical values of the impact velocity such that the
impact-induced phase boundary continues to move forward after its interaction with an unloading elastic
wave, or comes to rest, or starts to move down the bar. We focus on the eﬀect of these interactions on the
variation of the particle velocity at the free end of the target.
We studied in much more details the limiting case when the impact velocity overcomes a nucleation va-
lue. Interaction between the phase boundaries induced in the target and ﬂyer in this case is investigated. We
derived that a direct consequence of this event is a sudden drop of the time of separation between the two
bars after their contact. This behavior is easily to be tested experimentally and can oﬀer some insight on the
stress required for A$M phase transformation.
The solutions of the Riemann and Goursat problems derived here can also be used to built numerical
schemes of Godunov type (see LeVeque, 1990) for the elastic system of conservation law.
The ﬁrst natural continuation of this paper is the investigation of the wave structure predicted by the
Maxwellian rate-type model when considering the same impact problem. The analysis of the similarities
and diﬀerences between the two approaches is investigated in Part II (Fa˘ciu and Molinari, 2005). The sec-
ond one concerns the modeling of thermal aspects accompanying the impact-induced phase transformation
which will be done in a future work.Acknowledgements
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